
The Case for Blueshift XDR

Blueshift XDR is an
affordable, automated
SOC-as-a-Service platform
that simplifies and
extends security visibility
and management across
your entire organization.
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About Blueshift XDR

What is Blueshift XDR?
Blueshift XDR (Extended Detection and Response) is an affordable,
highly automated SOC-as-a-Service platform that simplifies and
extends security visibility and management across your entire or-
ganization. Blueshift XDR seamlessly engages with all devices,
data, and systems across the network—cloud, IoT, endpoint, server,
remote workers, ICS, OT, and more. When it comes to incident re-
sponse, XDR allows our SOC teams to identify and respond to so-
phisticated cyberattacks quickly.

Blueshift XDR focuses primarily on security integration, connecting, and seam-
lessly engaging with all devices, data, and systems across the network. When it
comes to incident response, it allows our SOC teams to quickly identify and protect
against sophisticated attacks. The platform consists of the following components:

• XDR Analysis Node(s)

• XDR Network Node(s)

• Multiplatform XDR agents

• A cloud-based Cyber Security Operations Center (SOC)

The platform is an effective cybersecurity defensive tool, that is easy to install,
affordably priced, and is monitored and fully managed by Blueshift’s SOC, so that
no additional staff are needed to take advantage of the platform.

Protect all devices, data,
and systems across the
network.
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Blueshift XDR provides for a build-as-you-go, 100% moni-
tored cybersecurity platform. Managed cybersecurity has
never been more important than it is now. Blueshift XDR al-
lows customers to build out their security operations in a
manner that supports any size organization and any budget.

Your IT staff is busy. Your MSP is busy. All Blueshift XDR ser-
vices are managed by our certified SOC. No need to hire cy-

ber experts or analysts to make sense of the threats and
alerts in your organization.

The Blueshift XDR platform lowers your cyber risk, and re-
duces compliance complexity. It instantly reduces your risk
of a cybersecurity incident. In addition, it allows your organi-
zation to meet many compliance challenges—CMMC, PCI-
DSS, SOC II, GDPR, HIPAA/HITECH, MITRE ATT&CK, andmore.

Managed SOC services for every sized company—from SOHO to enterprise
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Why Visibility is Important

Data breaches
According to Verzion’s Annual Data Breach Investigation Re-
ports (DBIR), there are four main causes of data breaches
(data breaches are inclusive of ransomware attacks as well),
these are:

• Patching (inclusive of vulnerabilities and known vulnera-
ble services)

• Errors (misconfigurations and human errors)

• Credential attacks

• Social attacks

Supply chain attacks
The rise of supply chain attacks—such as the Solar Winds
breach—are another rising area of concern. Cyber adver-
saries will always be relentless in finding new and novel
ways to penetrate an organization's defenses. Once an
adversary has made the initial penetration into an organiza-
tion, they need to spend time in that environment to
determine the best way to achieve their objectives, be that
data theft, ransomware, denial of service, etc. The time that
an adversarymust spendwithin an organization's infrastruc-
ture is called dwell time, and it gives an advantage to the
defenders of that organization.

Dwell time

Dwell time represents the length of time a cyber attacker
has free reign in an environment—from the time they get in
until they are eradicated. Lengthy dwell times give attackers

more opportunity to access private data, siphon funds, and
observe and record user and network behavior, as well as to
plant secondary malware or APTs. It is a top concern for all
organizations since the issue impacts brand reputation and
has legal repercussions.

Visibility matters.
Themore visibility an organization has into its infrastructure,
the better chance they have of detecting anomalies, vulner-
abilities, errors and misused credentials and of using the
attackers dwell time against them, effectively removing
them from the environment prior to them taking any actions
to harm the organization. This is the purpose of Blueshift XDR.
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Blueshift XDR Platform

Cyber Security Operation Center (SOC)
Blueshift’s SOC is a virtual operation that is hosted in Ama-
zonWeb Services (AWS). Access to systems hosted in our vir-
tual SOC is tightly controlled and logged through both 2FA
VPN access, ED25519 key exchanges and hardware OTP keys.

While Blueshift does maintain secure areas at our corporate
headquarters for SOC operations, our platform is designed
for zero-trust, virtual SOC operations from anywhere in the
world, allowing our analysts to work remotely at any time for
any reason.

Nodes

Analysis nodes

The analysis nodes are the brains of the Blueshift XDR sys-
tem. They securely collect and store data from both the
PCAP sensors and the XDR Agents, both for real time and
historical analysis and for archival purposes. Analysis nodes
can be clustered for both added compute capacity and
added redundancy. Customers can receive credentials for
read-only access of the system dashboards and reporting
features.

Analysis nodes can be run in the cloud, on customer COTS
hardware or can be purchased pre-configured from
Blueshift and/or its partners. They run a hardened version of
the Linux Operating System (Ubuntu 20.04 LTS Server). No
customer or third-party access is allowed to the device via
SSH. Only authorized Blueshift personnel with proper cre-
dentials to access our SOC are allowed to access the device
via our zero-trust agent.

Each Analysis Node is uniquely keyed at provisioning with
Blueshift’s PKI infrastructure that allows that sensor to se-
curely communicate with our SOC via non-publicly available

APIs. Keys are both pre-shared keys (PSK) and signed 4096
RSA public/private keys.

In addition, each device is given both a unique device id,
and API key at provisioning to further secure access to our
API infrastructure.

Lastly, each sensor shares a unique ED25519 SSH key ex-
change with our SOC infrastructure, so all access to the sen-
sor data from our SOC is double-encrypted from our SOC.

Network nodes

Blueshift’s Network nodes can be run on customers' COTS
hardware or purchased pre-configured from Blueshift
and/or its partners. They run a hardened version of the Linux
operating system (Ubuntu 20.04 LTS Server). No customer or
third party access is allowed to the device via SSH. Only
authorized Blueshift personnel with proper credentials to
access our SOC are allowed to access the device via our agent.

Each sensor is uniquely keyed at provisioning with
Blueshift’s PKI infrastructure that allows that sensor to se-
curely communicate with our SOC via non-publicly available
APIs. Keys are both pre-shared keys (PSK) and signed 4096
RSA public/private keys. In addition, each device is given
both a unique device ID, and API key at provisioning to
further secure access to our API infrastructure.

Lastly, each sensor shares a unique ED25519 SSH key
exchange with our SOC infrastructure, so all access to the
sensor data fromour SOC is double-encrypted fromour SOC.

Network Nodes ingest and decode network traffic and feed
that decoded traffic securely to the analysis node. Additional
services such as intrusion detection and prevention, decep-
tion, vulnerability scanning and threat intelligence are
provided by the network nodes.



Agents
Blueshift XDR has the ability to ingest data from agents
installed on endpoints throughout the organization, regard-
less of where those endpoints are physically located. Agents
are available for Microsoft Windows, Linux and MacOS. The
low memory and low CPU footprint agents allows the Anal-
ysis node to collect and analyze log and security event data,
file and registry changes, system inventory, network config-
urations, vulnerability data and other security related
telemetry for analysis by the SOC.

Cloud
Blueshift XDR can monitor cloud infrastructures in several
ways. For Amazon EC2, Azure Virtual Machines, Google
Cloud PlatformVirtual Machines and Digital Ocean Droplets,
the XDR agent can be installed directly on the virtual in-
stances. In addition, through API integration, Blueshift XDR
can monitor the platform environment for Amazon AWS,
Google Cloud Platform, Microsoft Azure and Azure AD.

Compliance
Due to the nature of the XDR Platform, when properly in-
stalled across an organization's entire infrastructure, many
compliance initiatives are met with the XDR platform.
CMMC, PCI-DSS, HIPAA, GDPR, CSF, NIST 800-53, NIST
800-171 are just a few examples of compliance frameworks
that the Blueshift XDR platform helps address.

Configuration options
Blueshift’s XDR platform has different configurations based

on the customer's network topology. In smaller organiza-
tions—the Analysis Node and the Network Node can be
combined in a single server instance. In larger or distributed
networks, the Analysis Node(s) and the Network Node(s) are
separate physical servers.

Formost SMB installations, we utilize an all-in-one approach,
which combines the Analysis Node and theNetwork Node in
a single hardware device. Blueshift has three versions of the
all-in-one XDR Sensors:

Home Blueshift XDR Sensor (up to 20 devices)

The Home XDR Sensor is a low-cost hardware appliance that
allows a maximum of one internal network segment. It is
based on the Intel Core i-5 Series Processor and has 2x 1GbE
LAN Ports. In addition, the Home XDR sensor has a Wi-Fi
module that allows it to host a secure wi-fi network that is
monitored by the platform for threats. It has 1TB of storage
for XDR data.

Small XDR Sensor (up to 35 devices)

The Small XDR sensor is a low-cost hardware appliance that
allows a maximum of two internal network segments. It is
based on the Intel Atom C Series Processor and has 4x 1GbE
LAN Ports. It has 4TB of storage for XDR data.

Standard XDR Sensor (Analysis Node) (36+ devices)

The Standard CyberThreat sensor allows for up to a maxi-
mum of three internal network segments. It is based on the
Intel Xeon D Series Processor and has 4x GbE LAN, 2x
10GBase-T Ports, 2x 10G SFP+ Ports. It has 10TB of storage
for XDR data.

Blueshift XDR Platform
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Deployments for All-in-One Blueshift XDR Sensors

Typical Single Segment, All-in-One XDR Installation

Blueshift XDR Platform
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Typical Multisegment, All-in-One Blueshift XDR Installation

Blueshift XDR Platform
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Typical Distributed, Multisensor Blueshift XDR Platform Installation

For customers that have multiple, distributed internal segments or multiple egress points, we are able to
“split” the functions of Analysis Node(s) and Network Node(s). The XDR platform can havemultiple Network
Nodes reporting to a single or multiple Analysis Nodes in a cluster formation. This allows all reporting and
data analysis functions to be consolidated in a single platform for the entire organization.

Blueshift XDR Platform
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Blueshift XDR Platform

XDR Node Details

Network Nodes and Bridging

For XDR Network Nodes that are installed in-line, we utilize
what is called a “transparent bridge”. This bridge forwards
packets at line (up to 1GB on standard hardware) speed
between the bridge interfaces. In order to assure that the
XDR Network Node does not slow down network traffic, a
specially compiled packet capture driver is installed on the
system. This driver takes a copy of the packet into a circular
buffer as it enters the NIC. The XDR Network Sensor’s
analysis takes place on the packet copy, and the original
packet is untouched and forwarded across the bridge
(unless it is a blocked packet, which we will discuss later in
this document).

Any discrepancy in the amount of packets that are pro-
cessed by the analysis engine versus the number of packets
received by the NIC are classified as dropped packets, and
will send an alert to our SOC to investigate the cause and re-
mediate the issue causing the dropped packets.

For XDR Network Sensors installed on a SPAN/MIRROR port,
the same drivers and processes are utilized, we just remove
the transparent bridging functionality from the sensor.

Assessment Mode

For Proof of Concept (POC) installs and for customers that do
not want the XDR platform to perform blocking functions,
the XDRNetwork Sensors can operate in“AssessmentMode”,
where the system will just perform data acquisition and
analysis, but not perform any automated blocking function-
ality on detected risks and threats.

Blocking

For XDR Network Sensors that are in-line, we can configure
the sensor to block egress traffic to any threats and risks that
are detected. The system polls its internal packet and flow
metadata every 60 seconds, searching for threats that are
defined in our blocking algorithm.

By utilizing the packet dropping facilities in the Linux kernel,
we can drop packets prior to any routing inspection, giving
us the ability to drop approximately 1.7Mpps per CPU core
(roughly 2Gbps) - well above the transmit/receive capability
of the hardware NIC.

Services available on the XDR Nodes

There are limited services available on the XDRNodes. SSH is
not exposed on the local LAN, and only available via local-
host and accessible only from our SOC.

Port 443 is available for the local console for Analysis Nodes,
and utilizes TLS and a unique self-signed certificate (custom
certificates can be installed if the customer so desires) for
encrypted communications to the local console. Access to
the console is username/password protected.

Port 1515 and 1514 TCP are available on the Analysis Node
for agent registration (authorization and encryption are re-
quired) and agent communication (also TLS encrypted) of
security telemetry.

Port 51820 UDP is open on the Analysis Node forWireguard
encrypted IP communications from Network Nodes.

Blueshift SOC Agent

Each XDR Node (regardless of type) has a SOC Agent in-
stalled that provides connectivity to our SOC. The agent re-
quires no special firewall configurations, and utilizes stan-
dard TLS communications on port 443 to communicate to
our SOC. The agent's primary responsibilities are:

• Uptime monitoring of the node(s)

• Sending alerts to the SOC

• Command and Control of the nodes(s) from the SOC

• Software and Feature upgrades

• Report errors
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Network Data Flows

Network Nodes and Bridging

There are several flows of data, both locally in the nodes for
an All in One node, between Network Nodes and Analysis
Nodes, and from the nodes to/from the SOC.

On the Network Nodes, once a packet is ingested into the
system, it is inspected by the network inspection engine, de-
coded and flows are analyzed. The data is enhanced, format-
ted, and logged into the Analysis node via an API for further
analysis.

On distributed systems, the flow is the same, however in-
stead of forwarding the processed and enhanced data to a
local Analysis Node, the data acquisition nodes forward that
data to a remote Analysis node. Access to the Analysis Node
API is restricted only to the properly configured data acqui-
sition nodes via TLS certificates and Wireguard encrypted
network interfaces.

All packet metadata is stored locally (on prem) on the All-in-
One/Analysis Nodes. Packet metadata is NOT sent to the
SOC. Only aggregated alert data is sent to the SOC for inves-
tigation and reporting. SOC analysts via the Blueshift agent
can view data stored on local sensors, but that data is not
stored in our SOC.

The SOC has the ability to remove all locally stored customer
data on the sensor should they need to bemoved or shipped
back to Blueshift, in the event the customer requires this.

XDR Agent Data Flows
XDR Agents send security telemetry data to the Analysis
node on TCP port 1514 (configurable). If XDR Agents are de-
ployed outside of where the Analysis Node is installed,
proper DNS setup is required and a port-forward of TCP
ports 1515 and 1514 through the firewall is required. If this
is not desirable, a Cloud-Access Broker can be utilized to
connect all remote agents to, and the Access Broker can se-
curely forward the events to the Analysis node with no need
for firewall modifications.

Data Retention
All-in-One andData Analysis nodes keep a rollingwindow of
30 days of live data (configurable) in the system. Data is
archived daily, and can be brought back into the live system
should an investigation warrant inspection of older data.

Archives are stored on spinningmedia inside the All-in-One/

Data Analysis nodes. External USB Drives can also be utilized
for this purpose and replaced when full, allowing for virtu-
ally unlimited archives to be stored indefinitely.

XDR Feature Set

XDR Agents

XDR Agents will collect logs, file integrity, registry integrity,
command execution, security events, vulnerabilities, system
inventory and other security telemetry and send that data
securely to theAnalysis Node for the detection of threats,mis-
configurations and other analysis provided by the platform.

Cloud Monitoring

The XDR platform can monitor both cloud virtual machines
via the XDR agent, and alsomonitor the cloud provider envi-
ronment such as Amazon AWS, Microsoft Azure and Google
GCP. The XDR Platform can detect changes in the cloud infra-
structure and collect events from cloud services log data like
AWS Cloudtrail, AWS Macie, AWS GuardDuty and Azure
Active Directory.

Container Monitoring

TheXDRAgent integrateswith theDocker EngineAPI tomon-
itor changes to containerized environments (images, network
configurations, data volumes and command execution).

Threat Intelligence

Threat Intelligence data is gathered via automation in our
SOC. These lists are composed of de-duplicated, filtered and
enhanced lists from public, private, internal and govern-
ment sources. Our end result threat intelligence list contains
500 million plus indicators of compromised infrastructure,
botnets, command and control servers, etc. This list is up-
dated in our SOC every hour and the sensors pull this threat
intelligence data every hour.

Attempts to communicate to infrastructure on this list will
be blocked by our detection algorithms. Aggregated at-
tempts from the same endpoint(s) to communicate with
infrastructure on this list will result in an alert being sent to
the SOC for investigation.

Deception

The XDR Sensor has the ability to provide deception sensors,
both externally and internally. Deception is a very high
quality, low false positive (zero or close to zero) indicator of
nefarious activity on the network.

Blueshift XDR Platform
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Blueshift XDR Platform

External Deception

For customers who want to utilize this feature, we ask that
they take a few commonly attacked services, like Remote
Desktop Protocol (RDP), Telnet, FTP and SIP (ports 3389, 21,
23 and 5060 respectively) and port forward those services
from their firewall to our XDR Sensor.

The Deception services are low-interaction, meaning that
we are not trying to attribute behaviors or collect malware
samples, we are simply looking for a complete TCP three-
way handshake, and collecting the source IP addresses and
destination port.

Since there is no production or advertised use of these ser-
vices, any connection to these services is malicious in nature
(attack or reconnaissance). Once an attack is detected, the
egress communication to that IP address is blocked, and the
indicator is sent to our SOC via API, and this is added to our
Threat Intelligence list—if an adversary attacks one cus-
tomer, all of our customers are protected.

In addition, the harder an adversary attacks with the de-
tected indicators, the longer they stay blocked in our feeds.
As adversaries move onto newly compromised infrastruc-
ture, the unused indicators decay off of our lists. Utilizing this
method of deception also protects our customers fromOpen
Source Intelligence (OSINT) such as shodan.io, since these
are always caught and blocked by our deception services.

Internal Deception

In addition to external deception, we can also run deception
internal to the network. We have several deception models
as shown below that can run internally (Figure 1): Internal
deception events trigger an immediate alert to the SOC. The
system can also be configured to block all egress (Internet)
traffic from the offending internal device as an automated
response should the customer require such a response.

Internal deception is again a very low false positive, high
quality, non-signature based indicator of nefarious activity
on the network.

Figure 1: Internal Deception Configuration
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Blueshift XDR Platform

Intrusion Detection and Prevention

As packets are ingested into the system, they are inspected
by an Intrusion Detection System (IDS) looking for threats,
anomalies, misconfigurations, protocol mismatches, data
exfiltration and other indicators of compromise. The IDS
does NOT break or inspect SSL/TLS encrypted traffic, but the
system does fingerprint SSL/TLS/encrypted traffic in order
to detect anomalies in encrypted traffic.

Signatures for the IDS are managed in our SOC, updated
every hour. Signatures are a combination of public, private
and Blueshift-specific signatures and classifications. Signa-
tures and classifications are pulled from the SOC by the sen-
sor every hour.

Blocking on IDS results are done via a proprietary algorithm
that runs every 60 seconds. Aggregated IDS alerts for network
devices are sent to the SOC for analysis and investigation.

Network Security Monitoring

Since every packet is inspected, the metadata and flow data
of every packet and conversation is stored in the storage/
search engine. This allows the system to run non-signature
based anomaly detections, such as Domain Generation Al-
gorithm detection, and Malware Beacon analysis using
machine learning and Fast Fourier Transforms (FFTs).

In addition, the NSM aspect of the system combined with
the storage/search engine enables our SOC to perform net-
work forensics and threat hunting when investigating alerts
and anomalies.

Network Vulnerability Testing

In an effort to keep the risks to our customers' network at a
minimum, the XDR does both monthly internal network
vulnerability testing and the logging of vulnerabilities on
devices that run the XDR Agent. This automated system runs
approximately 58,000 network vulnerability tests on every
device on the network (with the customer’s permission).

Results of the vulnerability scan and detailed remediation
information will be provided in the local console for cus-
tomers to see. Vulnerability results will also be sent to the
SOC for investigation.

100% Security as a Service

The entire XDR platform is delivered, monitored and main-
tained as a service by Blueshift and the SOC. All alerts are
handled by the SOC and customers are notified when
anomalies are detected with recommended remediation in-
structions and what actions have already been taken by the
SOC to isolate the issue.

Dashboards and Reporting

The XDR platform provides for read only access to dash-
boards and allows for dashboard reports to be emailed on a
frequency chosen by the customer. A dashboard example is
shown below (Figure 2).

Figure 2: Example of XDR Dashboard Report
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Blueshift XDR Add-Ons

Managed ApplicationWhitelisting
Blueshift XDR offers optional Managed Application
Whitelisting. Application whitelisting is a highly effective,
Zero-Trust endpoint security solution that only allows
authorized “whitelisted” applications to run in the environ-
ment—everything else is denied the authority to run. Based
on PC Matic’s highly flexible and easy to implement global
whitelist technology, Blueshift’s SOC can assist customers
with the rollout of application whitelisting and once in-
stalled, will monitor the organization’s whitelisting capabil-
ity, alerting and investigating any unauthorized process that
attempts to run in the environment.

Managed Data Defense
Blueshift XDR offers optional configuration, management,
and monitoring of Cigent’s Zero-Trust Dynamic Defense En-
gine (D3E) for Windows and Self Defending Storage. These
additional layers of data protection can be proactively uti-
lized to protect sensitive data at all times from ransomware
and data theft, even in the event of a cybersecurity incident.

Cigent’s Data Defense provides:

• Instant, posture based locking of critical data, without
impacting the user's ability to continue working, or to
access files. Files are either always protected with multi-
factor authentication or protected on a risk aware basis.

• Protection of an organization's IP from any threat, even
when stored in the data center, the cloud, the endpoint, or
external storage.

• Seamless sharing of encrypted files within groups of au-
thorized users using ZeroTrustmultifactor authentication.

• A new level of granularity to Blueshift XDR response, in-
cluding group file locking and centralized file locking in a
heightened threat environment.

• For added security, keeping data hidden and inaccessible
from threat actors—even when the user is logged in—in
hardware-encrypted safe rooms, supported by any Cigent
Secure SSD™ or TCG Opal 2.0 self-encrypting drive.

• Setting up file protection policies for your entire work-
force, including personnel working from home.
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Summary

Blueshift XDR is a one-stop-shop, Security Operations-as-a-
Service platform that is rapidly deployable, instantly effec-
tive, and completely affordable. Blueshift XDR is the only
managed XDR service which scales for any sized business
from SOHO to enterprise.

Blueshift XDR combines on-premise and cloud-based tech-
nologies, coupled with machine learning and advanced
automation, to find and stop cyberthreats which are
actively targeting and/or already present in all devices in
your IT infrastructure. Blueshift XDR constantlymonitors, an-
alyzes, and logs all traffic entering and leaving your network
and all devices configured with the XDR agent, regardless of
where they are located.

The Blueshift for XDR Sensors combined with the Blueshift
XDR cloud-based SOC platform, automatically detects and
blocks threats and anomalies in real time, alerting both
Blueshift and your IT/Security staff, if applicable, of issues
which require immediate attention, further analysis, or
remediation.

Blueshift XDR significantly lowers your cyber risk, and
reduces compliance complexity. It instantly reduces your
risk of a cybersecurity incident and allows your organization
to meet a myriad of compliance challenges, including
CMMC, PCI-DSS, SOC II, GDPR, HIPAA/HITECH, MITRE
ATT&CK and more.

© 2021 Blueshift Cybersecurity Inc. All rights reserved. Blueshift XDR is a trademark of Blueshift Cybersecurity Inc. in the
United States and other jurisdictions. Cigent and D3E are registered trademarks and Cigent Secure SSD is a trademark of
Cigent Technology Inc. in the United States and other jurisdictions.WPXDR20211004


